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Roving Reporter
By EAN NUGENT
and
GODFREY SANDIFORD

---�

QUESTION:
How would you evaluate
the teachers at Baruch?

George G/1/en, Senior
"Some teachers are extremely
good. They fill you with plenty of
information from start to finish.
For example, Mr. Cho who
teaches Introduction to Com
puters and Mr. Weiss who
teaches Insurance are very
good. There are others who are
very bad: but what bothers me
most ls when teachers insutt my

Deborah Bishop, Senior
"The·
evening
sessi o n
teachers I have had s o far are
very intelligent and articulate.
They spend a great deal of time
trying to get their point across.
They seem to be more human
istic than the day session
teachers I was exposed to when
I was a day session student.

intelligence by not teaching any
thing throughout the entire
semester. Overall, I think the
teachers here are above
average. I think I got a v_ery
good education at Baruch."

N. Sue, Upper Junior
"I am not satisfied with many
of the teachers. I find it difficult
to relate to some teachers when
they lecture on and on not giv
ing students an opportunity to
ask questions. Some ·Iecturers
are not that good, and some
times I can't get most of the
notes because some teachers
go so fast."

JoAnn Remediani, Sophomore
"So far I have found each
teacher to be different. Some I
would rate poorly and others ex
cellent. I try and take each one
on the basis of what he-is trying
to project. However, during my
time here, I found that whatever
I have learned I have had to do
mostly on my own."

Lower
Dorsey,
Thomas
Sophomore
"I find some to be ex
perienced in presenting the
material to the class; therefore,
the class becomes very boring.
Also, I find a lack of interest on
the part of teachers in motiv
ating students to attend class.

Alberta Sp'ence, Lower Sophomore
"I find them always in a haste,
and it is very hard to get hold of
them when I don't understand
something and want to reach
them before or after class. At the
Community College where I
came from, the teachers made
time for the students."

DSSG Meeting
Disorganized Mayhem
By GODFREY SANDIFORD
The meeting of the Day"
Session Student Government
last Thursday erupted into a
shameful political power play.
The agenda of the meeting con
sisted of the following items:
( 1 ) Reading of previous
minutes
(2) Disbursement of club fees
(3) Sentry constitution
(4) Ticker constitution
(5) Method of meeting
notification
(6) Bursar salary,·
(7) Conflict positions
(8) New business
However, the chairman never
got the meeting beyond item
number two, because of a com
plete breakdoy.,n of order. At
one time it appeared that the
meeting would no.t get through
the minutes, because during the
reading there was a cons1ant
uproar from some members. The
President, Christopher Niles,
had to break off the reading.
What was really disturbing were
the remarks some members of
the assembly made of the
• President while he was reading
the minutes.
When he had reached a poi·nt
in the minutes where a member
was mentioned by name, that
member dissented strongly; and
another assembly person
· shouted, "Let the dictator
finish." Such offensive language
and disorderly conduct so
delayed the proceedings that
much time elapsed before there
was acceptance of the minutes.
The presiding officer of the
assembly Christopher Niles was
time after time forced to call for
order because of members
being constantly out of order.
They were at times as many as
five persons debating at the
same time, which caused the
proceedings to resemble some
sort of free-for-all.
I tern number two on the
agenda was the straw that broke
the camel's back. At this point
the chairperson lost total control
of the p roceedings. The
treasurer seemed reluctant to
address the assembly when
asked by the chair, and her man
ner caused much chaos. Mem
bers repeatedly asked why there
was no disbursement of club
fees; however, instead of some
reasonable answer, much loud
deb ate, which mostly had
nothing to do with the question
before the assembly, took place.
There were questions as to
why the treasurer show·ed only
ten clubs being chartered this
year when last year there were
fifty-two. Jerold Grodin, Director
of Student Activities and Ralph
Hyman Assistant Director who

were both present and seated
next to t h e treasurer.Fran
McGinn, made no attempts to
help clarify the particular point.
The new fees disbursement had
a tremendous impact on the
proceedings. In addition, when
Christopher Niles President of
the government was asked after
the proceedings by this reporter
why the fees were being held
up, among the problems.
outlined was the fact that Vice
President Mintz issued an edict
that he (the president) of the
assembly does not have access
to the accounting records. This
edict appears to be in clear
violation of the Day Session
Constitution which states, "that
the President shall have the
power and the responsibility to

draft, draw and disburse monies
allocated to the to the assembly
in collaboration with the
treasurer with th,e advice and
consent of_ the assembly."
As Ms McGinn left the
proceedings, I requested that I
speak with her and saying ··not
now," she rushed out of the
meeting. The p roceedings
finished about-half an hour later
without any official adjourn
ment, but with members walking
out of the room one after
another. The unfortunate aspect
of the entire proceeding was the
fact that of the ejght items on
the agenda, only two were
superficially dealt with, and the
atmosphere of the meeting was
one of disgusting hostility.

CUNY Brain ·orain

By MURRAY SINCLAIR
An exodus of "young, bright"
teachers and graduate students
from CUNY is under way
because of the "continuing un
cert-ainty" about the school's
future, according to Board of
Higher Education Chairman,
Alfred G·iardino.
In· an interview·on the WCBS
TV "Newsmakers" program,
Giardino warned that CUNY's
fiscal crisis may encourage
some of its distinguished faculty
members to seek jobs else
where. He noted that the Univer
sities of California and Michigan
were actively recruiting top
flight scholars from other cam
puses.
At the same time the BHE
chairman rejected proposals
that the Board impose tuition to
help CUNY balance its budget.
He described the tuition issue as
"a question of public policy"

and hinted that the Board might
leave it up to the voters. If the
no-tuit" i on policy is to be
changed, he said, "the people'
should decide it."
While continuing its support
for open enrollment, t,he BHE,
said Giardino, approved of
Chancellor Kibbee's recom
mendations for stricter require
ments. This would make it
necessary for students entering
the two-year colleges to have a
70 average, rank scholastically
in the upper three-quarters of
their class or pass an eighth
grade test for reading profi
ciency. Students failing to meet
these standards would _get reme
dial instruction in a "university
transition center" which would
serve as a college prep school.
The BHE chairman indicated
that Chancellor Kibbee's plan, if
adopted, would not be a phase
out of open enrollment at CUNY.

Bomb Scare �isrupts Classes
By Derrick White
With bells ringing and security
guards shouting instructions,
students quickly but calmly
evacuated the 23rd srreet
Building last Tuesday because
of a bomb scare.
The Reporter learned later that
a security guard found a note
_posted on one of the urinals in
the Student Center which in
dicated that a bomb had been
placed in the 23r.d Street
Building. According to Mr. Max
Linden, the Chief of Security at
Baruch College, as soon as the
note· was found, his forces
began
searching
and
evacuating the building. Luckily,
no bomb was discovered, and

after _about thirty minutes
students were directed to return
to their classes.
The following morning, there
wa_s another bomb scare in the
315 PAS building. This scare,
however, is not · believed to be
directed at Baruch College.
At the present the police are
investigating the incident. But
Mr: Linden refused to say
whether any Baruch student is
involved.

INSIDE:
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Sloth

By PAUL SCHWARTZ
By BERTHA S. NEWHOUSE
No one likes to do work they
-132 tuition-free credits. They need an additional two credits
have a fee base which may not over the tuition-free cr�dits of don't have to. When a person
Baruch Sets CUNY Precedent
exceed the 132 credits. Qnce the 132 ·that are allowed.
takes this tendency beyond rea
Since 1971, ,Queens College
fee base exceeds 132 credits the
sonable bounds, it is called lazi
Transfers from
has only had one requirement
student must pay tuition. Your Private colleges:
ness. Unfortunately, there are
for graduation - one semester
fee base and your credits ear
Only the work for which a stu jobs in which laziness is an ex
of English. It is interesting,
ned may riot be the same.
treme detriment. Teaching is
dent
receives
credit
is
included
therefore, to note that the aca
· in his fee basE;1. Thus, if a stu one of these jobs. When a
Reasons for differences:
demic senate of Queens
1) If you take and pass a dent has paid for and received teacher is lazy, he or she does a
College, comp"osed of both stu
course and then take the course credit at Baruch for 30 credits great disservice 'to the students.
dents and faculty,· has now
over,· you lose credit for the he is only allowed 102 tuition '. It is the student who suffers, not
voted to require all students
course taken the second time. free credits.
the instructor.
there to take one year of English
Those credits that you took over
Why do teachers become
Only CUNY AAS transfer stu
and a semester of algebra at the
c)fe included .in your fee base dents who transferred to Baruch lazy? I believe it's the system
11th grade level.
and determine whether you pay after Fall 1973 and pursue the that causes it. A teacher usually
This action· follows on the
tuition." ,
same degree objective a re starts out full of dedication. Over
..
heels of the national furor
2) If you have been exempt or allowed to take up to 140 tuition the years, the same material, the
aroused by studies which indi
'- same questioris, the same prob
excused from a course and then free credits.
cate that student ·writing ability
take the course over, you will
lems with the administration, the
has declined over the last ten
The Grass Is Greener not receive credit for the course.
same tests, the same paperwork,
years. This decline has been
Blood
Is
Thicker
etc., etc., tend to grind down this
The credits you took over, how
noted not only in open admis
Angel Cordero, Jr., spoke dedication· until nothing but
ever, are included ·in your fee
sions institutions but in prestigi
before a group of racing aficio sloth rema"ins. The teacher just
base.
ous cot"leges and universities
nados the other day. He told goes through the motions. He or
Transfers from a
across the country.
them that in spite of coming she fails to accomplish any
CUNY college:
Baruch has always felt that
All courses taken are included from a family with horse trainers thing.
written communication is an art
in your fee base whether you and jockeys on both sides, he
There are several options
that all students must have and
receive credit for them or not at wanted to be an accountant. He o
. pen to a student who finds him
thus has maintained the one
Baruch. A student who took 70 spent a year at the University of self or herself with a lazy teach
year requirement in English.
credits at Staten Island Commu Puerto Rico before deciding. er. H_e can drop the cours.e and
Baruch has also required stu
nity College and who receives The accounting profession's retake it.at another time. He can
dents to make up any deficien
only 64 credits at Baruch has a loss has been the - King of try to transfer to another class
cies in high school mather.natics
fee base of 70 credits, He will Sports'' gain.
and teacher. Or he can Qrit his
because in today's world mathe
l]Jatics is just as much a lan
guage of communication as is
English.
It's nice to know that not only
the faculty but the majority of
By Leon Metzger
students at Queens College
they are still forbidden is scheduled for Tuesday, April 6,
have come-around to Baruch's Calculators
.because their use is not allowed 1976 in Room 514-26th Street. It
way of thinking.
Recently, · members of the on the CPA exam. The Depart will commence punctually at
Resignation from Class
'Department of Accountancy ment feels that students may 5:15 and will end at 6:00. Also,
or Failur.e
held a meeting on the topic of bec o me
dependent
o n on the agenda, is the election of
If there should be a tuition calculators. The conclusion was calculators and will fudge sim permanent officers for this
charge instit"uted in September, that continuation of the ban on ple arithmetic on the CPA exam. semester.
you will find yourself paying for using calculators on exams still Professor Mellman concluded Future Meetings
that w h e n calculators are
the credits you resign from and goes.
Future themes at the Ac
rn a telephone interview, allowed on CPA exams, so will counting Society meetings in
for the credits you fail. There
fore, think in terms of a possible Professo r Martin Mellman, the department. He emphasized c I u de teachers, tests, and
charge of $30 - $55 for every Chairman of the Department of that this is based on the graduate schools.
credit you take over as a result Accountancy, explained the assumptio n that t h_e y are At the meeting on teachers,
discussion will center on t_h e dif
of resigning from a class' this reason- for the prohibition. He available to a11.'
Naturally, the Accounting ferent teaching methods of the
term or failing a course this said that originally calculators
accounting
teachers. Students
were not available to =-a.11. ··This Society disagrees. Students use
term.
would be unfair to those without ca lculators on homework will recommend to each other
Who Gets Billed by The
them, and for whom .it< may''tiave .problems. Some members. of tt;ie , who to take and who n'o t to take.
College for Excess .Credits
At the meeting 0n tests, mem
CUNY -students, so- f-ar, are ··been a 'ha�dship to p'Lrn5hase M.a·t hematics an-d Statistics
allowed f.ree tuition for four '· them. Times have changed and tlepa·rtments not only approve-of· bers· will be asked· to bring in ·old
r:nore than the number of credits the majority of students -:0wn their use, but in fact �ncourage accounting exams to swap with
required for a baccalaureate pocket calculators; nowadays, their use. Most businessmen use one another.
At the meeting on graduate
degree. Therefore, Bamch stu Professor Mellman went on to them, so, why can't accounting
dents are allowed to take up to say that the major reason. that students use them on exams? schools, the schools will be
Furthermore, eventually, their asked to s�nd a representative ·
use will _be permitted on the CPA to lecture on his schoo'I. Of
exam. Therefore, the Ac course, refreshments wlll be ser
counting Society urges the ved at- that and every meeting.
Sine� this, 7s-Ithe last newspaper
Department of, Accoontan.cy. to·
·
before the spring recess, tfre Ac
reconsider its, deeision.
,
:
I r,icidentally, · th.e Accounting counting Society would, like to
I ,
- By WINSOME R. iftENRY
dent of ,Pratt Institute. The Dean Society wishes to thank wish •Happy Holidays to the entire
"I will put my neck on the line expressed his regrets that Professor Mellman for h is Baruch community.
for the students of Baruch," said because of a busy schedule, he cooperation and courteous
Dean Senour with feeling in his is unable to spend more time response.
office a few days ago. The Dean with the students, especiaUy Awards, Scholarships, Honors.
obviously had a very busy day those of the evening Session. He
The central theme of our next
and had been finalizing plans is, however, delighted that Mr. meeting will be awards, scholar
with some students for the bus Donal Higgins represents him in ships, and honors for the
trip to Albany. And things the evenings. He hopes that stu Baruch accounting student.
· weren't going according to plan. dents would feel free to take There will be a guest speaker
we' began the interview by their problems to him whether from the Department of Ac
discussing the "Baruch Eye," an personal or otherwise. He.called countancy. The meeting is
unsigned, underground news attention to the fact that he can
leltter which appeared on cam be reached by telephone twenty
pus a few weeks ago. The Dean four hours a day. Dean Senour
said that he thought the paper also stated that he supports
did no credit to the Baruch ·open admission and 'free tuition
The Law Department will tial for success in law school
community. He was appalled, but emphasized the need for
�Udy.
award and disgusted that students remedial courses. H'e expressed
1. The Morton Wollman
All Baruch College graduat
could resort to su·ch journalism. sympathy ·for students who
Medal in Law to the graduating ing seniors who have com
When ·asked about possible might have to drop out · of
senior of Baruch College who pleted at least three under
mism1rnageme n t of student college because remedial in
has attained the highest grades graduate law courses at Baruch
funds as. reported in the "Ba1r structions have been eliminated
College prior to this semester
uch Eye," Dean Senour re due to budget cuts or because · in the study of law; anp
2. The Andrew J. ·coppola are invited to apply. spondeGI that he believed the students didn't get a "fair" start.
Prize
to
the
graduating
senior
of
Applications, which must b�
truth of -the matter may have
"I am deeply worried about
the Baruch School of Business submitted not later tha·n April 21,
been d[storted in the reports.
next year,"· he commented.
and Public Administration who 1976, are now avarlable at:
For twenty years Dean Senour · There are s'o ma·ny uncertainties
has applied for admission to a
Department of Law
has been involved in student ac surrounding this fiscal crisis,
law school and has demon °
Baruch College
tivities. Before joining the and with furlough being im
strated both an outstanding abi1315 Park Ave. So., 20th Fl.
faculty of Baruch College five posed on the faculty, I cannor b"e
ity in commercial law and potenNew York, New York
years ago, he was Vice-Presi- too optimistic."

Accounting Society Viewpoint

"Will

Put My Neck
'·On:.Ih·e line,"'·Se.nour

0

-Happy
Holidays

Law Dept. Awards

l
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teeth and try to make the best of
it. If the student tries the latter
approach, he or she had better
do a good · job of readir,ig the
text. The lazy teacher will take
his mid-term' and final from this.
To pass, you need a familiarity
with the material. The student
shouId also try to fintJ out exa(;;
tly what is needed to get a g0od
grade. This information should
stand" the student in good stead
when planning priorities for the
semester.
. If you are sure you have a lazy
teacher, ask yourself the follow
ing ·ques· tions: 1) Does the
teacher take attendance?. 2)
Does the teacher put notes on
the blackboard? 3) Does the
teacher consult his or her own
notes? 4) Is the teacher avail
able before or after classes for
personal questions? If the an
swer to these questions is no,
then chances are you have a
lazy tea(;;her. ·
Lazy teac-hers are made, not
born. Laziness is thrust up0n
them by mounting frustrations
and boredom. the student who
has a lazy teacher can either
drop the cot:1rse or continue.
Teacher• evaluati0h forms are
not the answer. We have evalu
ated teachers before, the lazy
ones are still with us.

Campus Notes

A No Smoking section has
been set aside in the Fifth Floor
Cafeteria of the 26th Street
Bujlding.

* * * * *

All Evening Session Freshmen
and/or Transfer Students who
did not receive a copy of the
Baruch College Undergraduate
Handbook ma'f' pick up lf\eil"
-copy at R·oom 525, _46 East 26th
Street between the hours of 5
and 8 p.m., Monday through
Thursday.

* * * * *

R-e rnember to see you, r
Curricular Guidance counselor
before the summer rush.

.*. * ·* * *

- The Financ.ial Aid Qffice will
conduct workshops 1io assist
students in preparing a
· pi;ilica
tions for the 19-76-77 academic
year. The workshops · will be
held through April 9, every hour
on the hour between 10 a.m. and
3 p.m. in room 103 at 1·55 East
24.th St.

· P·oem

·Annie, MaurE;1en, Debbie, Rita
Office people these ar.e:
Long dark hair waving
sensuously
Her hips go side to side
And her waist is tiny
naturally.
Her hair is short and
frosted straight
And laughter loud, with
gossip sprinklEfd
Her hips are narrow· arid
she too
Is thin, long-armed
naturally.
She is round and pale cream
Dulled by heavy layers
Her hair is cut her pride
And very neatly naturally.
She is silver-haired'
automatic
Zooming through the files
Every dress a different day
Her back a ruler naturally.
I watch and wonder
How I so drab and plain
With no waist. or hips
to show (But beauty's in the words,
most naturally!)
- E. Tiner
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Stake Your Claim
By DREINA R. LEE
Part four of a series
YOUR NIGHT IN COURT
On the night before your trial
date you should make sure that
you have gathered up all of your
relevant papers and documents
plus any additional items which
will be essential in proving your
case. Make sure that they are all
in one place where they will be
easily accessible, and where
there are less chances that you
will forget to take them ta-court
with you. Small Claims court will
be of very little help to you if
you cannot prove your case. It is
also a good idea to remind your
friendly witnesses (the one's
whom you didn't have to issue a
subpoena) that the trial date is
the next evening.
The Small Claims Courts in
the five boroughs convene at
6:30 p.m. so it would be wise of
you to arrive early so that you
can look around and familiarize
yourself with the court, and get
used to seeing the numerous
people in the courtroom and
milling about in the hallways.
You will probably be a little ner
vous being there for the first
time so arriving early and get
ting accustomed
to the
surroundings should ease your
excitement.
While you are waiting for
court to convene, you should go
and find the court calendar,
which is usually located on the
wall outside the courtroom. This
calendar is a schedule of all the
cases that will be heard for that
evening. Your name should be
on it. If it isn't then you must im
mediately see the courts' clerk.
If you have any trouble finding
the clerk or finding the court
calendar, ask any uniformed
court officer to assist you.
After you have found your

name on the court calendar you
may go back inside the court
room and be seated until court
convenes. You will know when
they are about to begin when
the clerk reads a statement
which informs everyone of their
right to have their case heard by
a judge or an arbitrator. The ar
bitrator is a qualified lawyer who
is capable of hearing your case
and rendering a decision as to
who is right just as the judge
would be. If you choose an ar
bitrator your case will be heard
as soon as your name is called;
however, if you'd rather have
your case heard by a judge you
may have to wait quite some
time because while there are
several arl;>itrators there is only
one judge.
You have a right to choose
either a judge or an arbitrator
but, the defendant also has the
same right to choose where he
wants the case to be heard, if
there is a disagreement between
you both then the case will be
heard by the judge. You cannot
force the defendant to be heard
by an arbitrator if he wants to
take the case before the judge.
One important note to add at
this point. If you have your c.ase
heard before an arbitrator and
he has rendered a decision that
you disagree with, there is no
thing you can do. You cannot
appeal to a higher court on an
arbitrator's decision. You can ·
only appeal if you go before a
judge, and then your appeal can
only be made if the judge had
ignored the facts or.the law that
would justify your appeal. In
other words you can appeal only
if there is NO possibility that the
judge was right in the decision
he rendered. If there is just an
honest difference of opinion, it
is not sufficient for an appeal.

"The Lost· Ones"
By BRUCE ADGATE
Samuel Beckett's story, "The
Lost Ones," describes his view
of the world and its inhabitants.
It's a world made up of men and
women doomed to roam about
aimlessly in a cramped, dark
"cylinder." They start off as
"searchers," but slowly, im
perceptibly, they become the
"vanquished.'·' These lost ones
would be filled with despair if
they cared enough to despair,
but they don't - numbness. and
torpor would be the best words
to describe their existence.
But the Mabou Mines presen
tation of "The Lost Ones" at the
Little/Public Theatre is anything
but numb and torpid. It is. for all
intents and purposes, a one man
show, and the success of it is
due mostly to the work of David
Warrilow, our narrator, who,
using only Beckett's word.s,
describes life within the cylin
der.
Although Warrilow keeps a
slow pace throughout the piece,
it is a deliberate slowness that's
brimming with tense energy. It
seems as if what he i s
describing to u s has long sioce
been of interest to him, easily
controls our attention and takes
it where he wants.
Sometimes we find ourselves
watching the miniature set that
he meticulously creates before
us. complete wfth tiny ladders
and figures of men and women
no bigger than a thumb nail and
a ten inch cross-sectioned wall

with n iches "disposed in
irregular quincunxes.'' Here,
Warrilow plays God, sometimes
delicately positioning the tiny
men and women with tweezers,
and sometimes irreverently
tossing them about.
A one man show is not easy to
pull off successfully but
Warrilow has help from Tom
Cathcart's environment and Lee
Breuer's egg-within-an-egg con
ception. We are ushered into a
small, round room where almost
everything - floor, walls, the
small stage area, and the tiered
platforms that serve as seats is covered with a dark rubbery
material. There are binoculars
wHh which we can get a better
view of the microcosm to be
created in this macrocosm.
The lamp over the stage area
hovers a few feet above the
ground and never gets more in
tense than a pale, unreflected
dimnesss. The taped music, by
Phillip Glass, is soft, drawn out
tones from an organ backed by
light bells. It is unobtrusive and
adds an eerie, ethereal mood to
the piece.
For ail its meticulously slow
pacing, the piece moves along
incredibly fast; an hour goes by,
the players leave the _stage, the
lights come up, the audience is
lett staring at each other and at
the microcosm left behind.
There are delayed patches of
applause. The audience leaves
- whispering.

The next important event is
the reading of the court calen
dar. The clerk will call all the
names on the calendar in order
to find out if everyone on the
calendar is present and will give
you instructions as to how to an-.
swer when your name is called.
He may ask you to say whether
you want an arbitrator or judge
or he may only want you to call
out the word "READY.'' Make
sure that you listen carefully to
what his instructions are and be
sure to FOLLOW THEM. If there
are no special instructions
given, then ail you will need to
say is "ready," "present" or
"here," and if the clerk has any
further questions he will ask
them. STAY ALERT!! if you miss
hearing your name on the calen
dar as the names are being
called off and you don't answer,
or you have stepped out of the
courtroom while the clerk is
calling the names, your case
may be dismissed so it is very
important that you or anyone
else who has accompanied you
to court listens ,tor your name.
What will you do if you cannot

be present on the night of the
trial date? If you find that you
will not be able to attend court
at the last minute, you may send
a friend or a relative to the court
on the trial date to ask for an
ADJOURNMENT for you; or, if
you know in advance that you
will not be able to attend, then
you can write a letter to the
clerk of the court requesting an
adjournment and stating your
reasons why you cannot attend.
You must send this letter by
REGISTERED mail and make
sure that you mail it in time that
it is received by the clerk
BEFORE your trial date. In either
case, your friend, relative, or let-·
ter must be able to tell the court
why you will not be able to ap
pear at your trial that evening. I
might warn you now that your
excuse had better be a good
one bec·ause if the court sees
your excuse as a stalling tactic,
the judge may dismiss your case
and you will then have to file
your claim all over again.
If you are able to appear that
evening but your friendly wit
nesses were unable to appear,

you may ask the court for an ad
journment. Your request will of
ten be heard when the clerk is
calling the_ calendar and your
name is called you can say "I
would like an adjournment
because my witness did not
come," or perhaps the clerk has
given instructions for the parties
to answer "application," in
which case that is all you will
have to say. Remember, you
must follow the clerk's in
structions.
What will happen if you ap
pear and the person you are
suing does not show up? - If
the defendant does not show up
at the trial, you will go before
the judge or an arbitrator and
tell your side of the story. This is
what is called an INQUEST.
Even if the defendent is not'
present, if you have enough
proof, the court will say that you
have won your case.
In, the next issue of the
REPORTER we will look at the
actual trial and what you can ex
pect when both parties (plaintiff
and defendant) appear.

The Scheduled Human Person
At four o'clock it could not sleep
At four o'clock its heart won't beat

two times.

At five o'clock it sat on the bed
At fi1,1e o'clock it bent its head

downwards.

It could not sleep

at ail.

The world revolves in squares
Who cares!

for an hour.

sometimes it wonders.

Living is the only care
And dying is too dear

a price

It bent its head twice,
At six o'clock, it took· a b,ath
and woke the wh9le world up;
_. ._ .
It drank a glass of -cranbe�ry juice
,
in a tea-cup.
It felt its kidneys a6,�� · ;'.' ·
On its way to bec�n:i�· ��fruitcake
for once.
-

,;.

At eight o'clock it .took:,the subway
.

r,. � I-

'/(,•

To work with a xerox machine in reverence
Me! a nature freak
Who read Sidhartha's every page

of human growth

i wonder
What this idiosyncracy all meansAt nine o'clock to five
An avatar attached with a thousand scars

at eight o'clock.·
It enters the bee-hive

And It dreams of wars and the warrior spirit

It really needed a fix

of the age

imitating the ancient sage

To idiocy

With the sport of Gods
\
It laughed at its intelligence at six

to ·daily penance

upon its heart.
for comfort.

to become a pea-pod.
for three hours;

but not like this.
Professors, super channelers of this social machine
Commonly known as the business world
Chisels the soul into crystal beams
Shaped into pattern
structured and seamed
And hurled
for life
in a cornered screen.
What a pity!
At ten It seeks the comfort of its pen
To hybernate
A lousy deal the Duce

To invigorate

to incubate
To reproduce.
of the earth.
Nasrullah Ganie
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By PAUL SCHWARTZ
The Baruch College Veterar:is
Association has expanded their
massive letter writ-ing and petition campaign to include the· ·
. issues of free tuition and open
admissions. All veterans and
children of veterans should jofn
in this fight. Yol,l can find the
.petitions at the Veterans Affairs
Office, 360 Park Avenue South,
Room 1701.
Time cards for the Work-Study
Program will be sent to the Velerans. Administration on April 9,
1976. For you to be involved in ·
the program, you must have your ·
properly filled out time card in
John Burns' hands before this
date.
April 19, 1976 is an important
date for two reasons. First, thesecond payment on deferred tu.i-
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tion is due. Failure to make this
payment means debarment from
the school. Those people who
missed the first paymeAI are
already debarred. I f you are una'1 I e to make this payment, it fs
imperative that you contact Bob
or Morris at 725-4450 immedi
ately. Second, the Veterans Al
fairs office will begin certifica
lion · for summer school. The
veteran who wislies to be certilied must bring his or her Spring·
1976 bursar's receipt after.it has
been stamped by the Registrar's
Office. I t will be stamped when
you file your intent to attend
summer school.
The number of bills keeps increasing. There are now ap-,
proximately fifteen bills before
Congress all ·c·alling for the· ex
tension of the delimiting date in

one form or another. Spend thir
teen .cents for a stamp; it may
bring you much more in benefits.
DID YOU KNOW (from the
New York State Benefits Guide)
Viet Nam Conflict Veterans·
Scholacship: Six hundred schol
arships of three hundred and
fifty dollars per year . for five
years .maximum _for Viet Nam
veterans. Total amount cannot'
exceed one thousand four hun
dred dollars for full- or part-time
study at any approved college,
university,· business, profes
sional, vocational, technical, or
trade school located in New
York State. Award can be held
concurrently with benefits under
the G I �ill and ·is subject to
yearly approval by the Legisla
ture.

letters to the. editor
Dear Editor:
I
write this letter to· your
publicatio·ri as my third and final
attempt before drowning ·in the
"Baruch Sea of Corruption."
Please publish it; for I , along
with the -entire Baruch student
population is going down
"Fast."
I believe "your" paper is the
only publication at .Baruch
which will voice my message.
On Wednesday, March 31, I
became aware of Mark Fried
man, leading h is socialist
crusade
of
outside
the
auditorium i n the 23rd Street
. lobby. A banner above his head
read: "Revolutionary Socialist
Literature." He with the aid of
his cohorts, were "selling" .
socialist and communist ll>aoks
for up to about $4.00. When I
questioned the honorable???
Mr. Friedman as to where he ob
tained permi;,sion to engage in
this activity on campus, he told
me th�t Mr. J. Grodin had per
mitfed him to "distribute
literature."
I then summoned I nspector
Moore of Security, who ac
companied· me back to Fried
man's table where we saw the
money on the table! Both. Dean
Siegel and Mr. Grodin were in-_
formed of the activity which.was
supposedly set up to fund the
Socialist Workers Party. When
Dean Siegel confronted Fr1ed
man and Company it was f9und
that by charging set prices for
the books, they had violated the
laws by which the permit was
issued! The law had been
broken!
I felt proud that my argument
against this issue · had been
heard and that I · had won!
However, instead of suspending
the permit and asking the
socialist workers to leave, Dean
Siegel told- them to put price
tags on the books and that·they
could · c o ntinue "acceptin_g
voluntary contributions" for the
campaign! (Wouldn't it be nice
to be busted for selling pot and
the Judge says to you: Put price
tags on the bags and it will be
fine to continue to sell them!)
At this outrage, of what sup
posedly marked "Justice," I left
the building with hope of
voicing my complaint to the Day
,session Student Government,
scheduled to meet April 1. at
12:00 noon.
.I. �rrived at the meeting, with

hopes of clearing t-his issue To the Editor:
once and for all. ·Instead, I was
. I wish to compliment YO\J and
confronted., with what I. believed the staff of The Reporter on the
to be a preview -of·Barnum &· very fine -job you-have been do
Bailey's Circus, of course ing in presenting to the Baruch
starring in all three rings, our community views of the students
beloved o.s:s.G. President.
and up-to-date information con
Afte·r an hour and a half of this cerning the various issues ·at
tumult, I left the meeting once hand·. "You have (indeed) come
again rejected, dejected and a long way, baby." I particularly
enjoy the editorials, especially
totally fed-up.
the very recent ones. I feel that
I t appears there is ai present a
the time is ripe when we should
monopoly composed of Ticker, begin making our voices h'eard
Sentry, and-certain members of on policy matters affecting us.
D.S.S.G. money appears to be·
missing. State Supreme Court
l feel· that · The Repprer is·
trials are pending and yet the especially helpful_ ·to those indi
D.S.S.G. is able to continue
viduals who are too busy t.o get
procedures for one simple·
involved in student activities but .
reason. That reason is you. We
who are nonetheless interested
are the people being rfpped-off, .
in the welfare and the happen
lied to and abused, by fellow
ings in an· d around the co!le"9e.
students. It is only with "your" The articles do much to instill a
help that we may expose those sense of purpose in the minds of
responsible for the unbelievable many.
·
·
· ·
acts which are occurring day in
and day out, Yes it is you who
Congratulations! Keep up the
must help, not the guy- next to
good work!
you, but you and only you!
(Unsigned)
These problems will not resolve
themselves, nor will monies re
appear. We, (co. llectively) must
unite to uncover --the corruption
and illegalities now occurring
·
within "our" school.
Five day students danced.
I n the ·student center:
I f not, we will a// take that 3rd

The Hustle

plunge of no return into the
"Baruch Sea of Corruption."

Please help by con.tacting me
if you can't swim!

Enis Boyer (The Mad Turk)
He will improvise
Imitating the actor of
your choice.

Robert Greenberg,, Mel Victoria Enriquez
Room 1701 _ 360 PAS From the Philippines.
She is 'graceful, with
Room 311
eyes shining.
22nd St. Student Center
Jennie Choi
From Ko_rea,
To the Editor:
She is quiet, warm, and
• I would like to correspond
gentle.
with Bernard M. Baruch College
Douglas Yen
students living in all five bor
From China.
oughs of New York City, as well
as the suburban areas of New _He is an accounting major.
York, especially those living in And Efrain Gonzalez,
Westchester County, New Jer A 2nd layer
sey and Connecticut. The rea Puerto Rican.
, .·.
son I would like correspondence He specializes (he tqld me)
is because I am very eager to
I n st�aling.
make friend§, by mail living ··in
They each danced
the New York metropolitan area.
I am thirty-one years old and A dance from their land,
have many interests. All letters Laughing joyously
will be answered by everyone Teaching the others.
regardless of age, sex and race. They" did not speak,
And their majors made
No difference.
David Cohen
The language was
213--180 Sixth Street
Movement
.
New Westminster
And quite universal.
British Columbia
E T er
CAN�
_ �� y3�·-�?�-...... ,.,
_._ _t_,_n _

.--__,..,.______
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" . . . Please, I beg you to help me,
and talk with me. I'm truly afraid
to die, and Lowslana Penitentiary
is a very dangerous place for a
16-year-old to spend the rest of
his life. Please help me.. . . "
Johnny Ross
Johnny is a black 16-year-old
youth presently on death row
awaiting execution for raping a
white woman. His plight is the
latest cause celebre of The
Southern Poverty Law Center in
Alabama.
According to Julian Bond, the
President of the Center, in July
1974. a 25-year-old white woman
was abducted by two black men.
They drove her to a deserted
warehouse district of New
Orleans where they both raped
her at gunpoint.
A week later the police came
to Johnny's house and arrested
him. Johnny, who did not fit the
initial description of any of the
abductors, was subsequently
pointed out by the woman in a
lineup. (Johnny said that the
police strongly suggested to the
woman that he was one of her
abductors.) The police then

JQ,bO,llY

met briefly with his lawyer -He is entitled to a fair hearing.
before the trial. The trial lasted -He is ·a child and one of the
one day, and the jury found him youngest persons on death row
guilty after considering the facts in the U.S.
for ninety minutes.
-He will be executed if he is
Mr. Bond recognizes the con not spared.
cern of women in getting the
The Center has achieved sigsociety to deal with rape and . nificant victories since -its incep
notes, "My concern for Johnny tion. The celebrated case involv
Ross, is not at odds with this ing Joan Little sparked wide
struggle. Rather it is a dimen spread interest; Ms. Little was
sion..." He believes that "... the later aquitted of the charge of
historical treatment of interracial murdering the jail guard who
rape, particular in the South, has tried to rape her. Another victory
been an expression of both of the Southern Poverty law
sexism and racism" He presents Center pertains to Johnny Ross.
some interesting statistics to A recent class-action lawsuit
back up his claim.
resulted in a federal court order
"Figures show that in cases of directing Alabama to reform the
black-on-white rape, a black entire prison state system and
man is eighteen times more eliminate the inhumane ·condi
likely to be executed than some tions in which prisoners live un-·
one convicted of a black-on der. The picture above depicts
black, white-on-white or white the kind of "accomodations"
on-black rape. Since 1930, 455
that the Alabama prison system
men have been executed for
provides for Johnny.
rape; 405 were black men, and
The Center is also involved in
all but two were executed in the·
about seventy cases, according
South."
to Mr. Bond. One of the cases is
severely beat Johnny and ''for
In a rare move the court
The reasons they give ·for
a sex-discrimination suit against
ced" him to sign a confession decided to try him as an adult helping Johnny Ross are very
Alabama State Troopers to win
which he did not read or under thereby making him· "eligible" simple indeed:
equal e mp loyment opp or
stand.
for the death penalty. Johnny -He is innocent.
turnities for women.
However, as is the case of
husband of Queen Juliana .:_
(Continued on Page 7)
richest woman in the world.
Briefly, there are_ allegations of
accepting and paying bribes!
This whole decades-long cha
ings were in Canada and three der full control. Attendees in rade cannot operate without
cluded Senators Fulbright, Jack secrecy and deception. Caught
in the U.S.
· 5 weeks�--- �Ul'M
These many meetings had son and Javits, Dean Acheson, in the glare of unexpected publi
DOUBLE or TRIPLE your speed
remained obscure. But the per , Christian Herter and John city,- it scurries for cover. Liberty
Understand more, retain more
l'Jationally known professor
sons attending had long been McCloy. Those simply weren't · Lobby's reporters got close to
' Class forming {'OW .
famous at home; many were obscure people who do things 1971 's meeting in Woodstock,
famous internationally. That's an of no consequence. Also attend Vt., 1974 in France, and were too
obvious clue that their meetings ing were an obscure congress close f6r comforf last year in
j
deserved the world's attention, man from Michigan named Ger Cesme, Turkey.
ald Ford and an equally anony
but they didn't get it.
You've heard of David Rocke mous professor with a thick· ac
Even a man who hates
feller? Nearly everyone has, and cent named Henry Kissinger.
children and dogs has to love someone.
Equally significant are the
many identify him as a banker
(Chairman of Chase Manhattan counterparts to the above men
of New York, with world-wide af- f_rom many western nations: 96
- filiates.) A·ny reporier who has such men gathered here.
Three days arnong such pres
tried to follow him around can
t ·stif11 how busy he is with bank tigious· personages is apt to
and family enterprises. Yet bloat any invitee's ego: Worse, · .
ir
he s;. 3nt March 20-22, 1964, at he becomes forever beholden to
Williamsburg, Va. Ah, but that's those invi.ting him.
This year's meeting, sched
a tourist ·showplace, you say,
splendidly restored for posterity uled for April 22-24 at the biome
as a Colonial village by the stead Hotel, Hot Springs, Va.,
was suddenly cancelled. The im
Rockefellers. True.
But tourists didn't get near the mediate reason appears to be
"action." Family o_w ners'h ip unsavory publicity given the
made its grounds a convenient chairman of those 24 meetings:
meeting place with privacy un- Bernhard, Prince,of Holland and

fAm11 $as

Pat Yourself On The Back

By Russell C. Mann
Liberty Lobby News Service
Washington, D.C.

Readers of this column sent to
300 publications nationwide
have recently played a part in an
international phenomenon. But
they surely aren't yet aware of it.
We refer to the recently
announced cancellation of
1976's Bilderberg meeting. That
will mean nothing to the novice,
who if Bilderberg is mentioned,
assumes it is the latest creation
of a fast-food franchiser under
some golden arnhes. Long-term
readers of this column know
better. It is the name of a hotel
in Oosterbeek, The Netherlands.
At that historic location, was
held the first of 24 meetings
which changed history not only
for the U.S. but for the world.
None were held again in Hol
land. Nations later "honored",
were England, France, Germany,
Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden,
Belgium, and Turkey; two meet0

R�tl�us·

American Bicentennial

By E. TINER
Darkness poured from the
walls of the Tomb. It was a dark
ness that lay heavy within the
hearts of men and ached like a
stone 'of sorrow. The north wind
blew cold, freezing rain and
sleet. Gradually this rain turned
to snow. More darkness ·poi:ired
fro·m the Tomb. Within that
Tomb were buried Independ
ence and Freedom, two of the
nation's ideals. A group of peo
ple stood near the darkness. The
Darkness filled their minds and
they wept.
Love was also buried in that
Tomb along with Independence
and Freedom, but Love got out
Entombed Love is why the Peo
ple were oppressed in the first
place. With Love in tr.e:r hearts
they now longed for their Inde
pendence and Freedom.
The people fought the op
pressor. The heavy stone in
front of ihe Tomb was rolled
back. To their ·surprise- ·i t was_

empty; it seemed that they had
fought for nothing.
They looked at each other.
Something struck them, and
they realized: Their hearts were
joined by Love, and this gave
them Freedom, which in turn

:-nade them Independent. But the
.,orth wind became the south
wind, and people forgot the
combination. The Civil War
began. The oppressors were
now those who had so longed to
be free.

Capital Punishment

Retribution Or Murder

By NICOLE VIXAMAR
Democracy is commonly prac
ticed in many countries but the
path to dictatorship is moving
forward at a very rapid rate in
others. Whatever the political
system, an important question
facing society has not been an
swered yet! Should a murderer
be put to death?
We are living in a society in
which people should be free,
and every individual should r�
spect his neighbor. Yet, we all
should keep in mind the golden
rule: Do Unto Others As You

Would Have Others Do Unto
You. This commandment simply
means that whoever does not
comply to it is guilty and de
serves punishment apportioned
to the gravity of his guilt. Peace,
order and equity must prevail,
and no system can survive if
some sound rules and punish
ment are not set to protect soci
ety.
Punishing wrongdoers serves
one of three purposes: retribu
tion, deterrence and reforma
tion. As a principle retribution is
(Continued on Page 6) .
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Capital Punishment
/Co?tlnued from Page 5)

supported by a pa·r agraph in the
bible stating th at if you do not
make atonement for your sins up
to the thtrd generation your pro
geny sHou Id pay. Therefore,
punishment must not be waived.
The guilty must pay for his
crimes. As far as the death
pen alty is concerned, punish 7
ment is given as a deterrent and
retribution, thus, protecting soci
ety from murderers ·and as a
safeguard to our moral codes of
conduct. A criminal c annot go
freely among society because
he will continue to commit more
crimes. The mere fact of letting
a criminal get aw ay with it will

Evening Schoo·! and MBA
students Career Counseling
and Placement Services.
Do you need advice on:
Resume Preparation
Labor Market Information
Job Search Techniques
Career Decision?
. Are you currently looking
for a new job? ·
Placement Services are
available for Evening stu
dents, Tuesday and Wednes
day Evenings 4 to 8 P.M.
Location: Room 1711, 360
Park Avenue South
Phone for appointment
'
.
725-3064.

convince and encourage 'others
to follow the s ame path. No oth
er sanction is more just for the
guilty th an c apital punishrrent
-which h as a unique deterrent eh
fec-t.
New York h as been trying to
reinst ate c apital punishment.
There is a high prob ability th at a
law will pass to f avor the same.
It is reassuring to . know that
N,ew York State is governed by
wise and re asonable people
who h ave a high sense of dig
nity and respect for society and
thus understand the value of
c a pit al punishment. As the
French-Americ a n
writer.'
J acques Barzun, said, "Sending
someone to j ail is punishing him
a little." The rise in crime is
p rominent everywhere. In
·France the court is now consid
ering the possibility of ·bringing
back c apital punishment as a
w ay to stop the high rate of
,m'urders committed daily. If we
do not s afeguard society by ap
plying c apital punishment all
over the world destruction of the
human race is soon 'to come by
the .\:riminals and abnorm al indi· :vidu als.

CHAPTER SEVEN "THE HUMAN CONDITION
VERSUS FRANK COMAN"
As the pieces of paper con-·
tainiflg Fr ank's doodling material fell to the floor
among the stationerystr andsof,
gr ayhairbirdfeatherscrumbsdog.
foodbitsofcheesegrocerymemos t
broombristlesp aintdropscoffee _
stains ancien·tsundustcandlewax _
P almSund aypalmsdirtysocksde a j
c;lfliespencilsoldnewspaperslace I
workmini aturetreestumpsbe ach,
sandtheComansfeetetcetcetera, 1
so did a great deal of Frank. At;
least 79.26 percent of-him. This
is due to the inevitable fact th at
after we lose our imagination littie is left. Only 20.74 percent of
us. And wh at is left of the human
·condition when·our im agin ation
secedes from' our spirit?
I could not work with what wa s
given me! Mea culpa.
I could not work with what wa s
given me! Mea culpa.

k ·

WhQ� 5 - C00 ing
I

By WINSOME R. HENRY
Now th at the holid ay season is
approaching it seems fitting th a tI present a suitable recipe. This
delicious E aster recipe came
from the Betty Crocker Cookbook.
HOT CROSS BUNS

·2 packages active dry yeast
1/2 cup _warm water
·(105-115 degrees)
cup lukewarm, milk
1/2
apply
to
The deadline date
(sc alded, then cooled)
for admission to baruch
cup unseasoned lukewarm
3/4
College as a Non-Mamcu
mashE;>d potatoes
lated student has been
sugar
cup
½
changed to June 15,� 1976
11/4 teaspoons salt
·from Al.!gust 1; '1976.
.._________;..;......-=..-J. ,2 1/2 cQp butter or marg arine,
·softened
2 eggs
Currently enrolied' Stu ·
-dents wishing. to recei'(e
Summer Session registration
appointments may apply at
the Registrar's 'Office no·
later than April 29, 1976.
Students. must· bring 'their:
Spring. 1976 Bursar Receipt 1"
when. applying for SummerSession,

Coman

A Serial
By PHIL VASSALLO

· 1· tea;p�ofl · cinn-�mon ; ;-{

:"J. -J' ·,'.

¼· teaspoor;i nutmeg
1 cup raisins
: : ..•
1/2 cup ci.tron
41/2 .<,.ups all-purpose flocir-)

rem aining flour to form soft
dough. Turn dough onto lightly
floured bo a rd. Kne a d until
smooth and el astic, about five
minutes. Pl ace in gre ased bowl;
turn greased side up. Cover, let
rise i_n warm pl ace until double,
about 11/2 hours .. Punch down
dough; divide in· h alf. Cut e ach
h a lf into 16 pieces. shape into
smooth balls and pl ace about 2
inches apart on grea·sed baking
sheet. With scissors snip a cross
on the top of each bun. Cover·
let 'rise until double, about 40
minutes. Heat over 375 degrees.
Brush tops of buns ·with egg
· yolk gl aze. Bake. about twenty
minutes or until golden brown.
When cool, frost crosses on
tops of buns with Quick White
Icing.
Egg Yolk Glaze
Mix egg yolk and 2 table
spoons cold water.

. ·, Dissolve . .yeast in war,m.-�ate�.
Stir in. milk, pot atoes, su'g'ai,'s al(
butter, eggs, _dnn amon, riutmeg,
raisins, ·-citron and 21//2 'cups
flour. Beat until smooth.,Mix in

Quick W'1ite Icing
Mix 1 cup confectioners
sug ar, 1 tablespoon water or
IT)ilk and 1/2 teaspoon -v anilla until smooth and of spre ading con
sistency.

name of the Phil Silvers show (in
which he played Sgt. Bilko)?
Wh at wa s Sgt. Bilko's first
name?
5) What school does Dick
Grayson (Robin, Batman's p art
ner) attend now?
6) What was the name of
Capt. Quint's bo at in the movie
"J awsi'
7) In wh at town does Mary
H artman live?

8) In the comic which joined
Superm a n a nd Spiderm, a n,
which two vill ains joined forces?
9) What was the product that
Walter Matth au couldn't remem
ber the· brand name of in "The
Sunshine Boys?" Wh at was the
brand name?
10) Who played the Snoop
�isters (from the series of the
same name)? Where did they
live?.

The Return Of Tr-ivia

By PAUL SCHWARTZ
With the advent of E aster
vac ation upon us, I decided to
give my fellow B a ruchi a ns
something to ponder while
struggling with their term p a
pers, When the subjects get you
down, rest your mind with the
following questions. Unlike
some of my other quizzes, .this
· .one doesn't have a theme. It's
_ · just a mass of trivia questions
--On all sorts qt subjects. the an
swers will appe ar in the issue
following this one, so th at you
can h ave the entire vac ation to
figure them oui-. If you enjoy
these questions, let me know.
I'm still willing to put together a
weekly trivi a column if enough
students want to see one. The
,:; 1oice is up \o you. So, as
hoger Grimsby might say, "Here
.,ow the questions."

'Chere D a difference!!!

MC.AT• DAT

Over 38 years of experience and success. Small classes. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantly updated. Centers
open _days and weekends all year. Complete tape facilities for review
of_ class lessons and for use of supplementary materials. Make-ups for
missed lessons at our centers.

SPECIAL COMPACT COURSES
STARTING NOW During Intersession
Flexible Programs and Hours
..all!'
ll

.,.p N!

1) Who was the voice of Fran
-H §f
;,s the Talking Mule?
212 - 336-5300
� .
BROOKLYN
MANHATTAN
212 - 683-6164
2) ·On the televisio'n progr am
IVI
516 - 538-4555
LONG ISLAND
. 3host Busters" wh.o plays
Or write to: 1675 E. 16th St�eet
m";";;;;;:A; ,rn
.,9enser, Tr acey, and K.ong?
SPEC1Ausrs s1NCE 193s
11229
.Y.
N
Brooklyn,
· 3) What was the olficial name
- 221-9840
800
State)
N.Y.
(outside
Free
Toll
Call
. cf the "Forbidden Planet?"
Major l!J:/',.Cities-----�
'4) What w a s, the origin al. "'1111----;For Affiliate� Ceriters i�

J

I could not work with what wa s
given me! Mea maxima culpa.
. drinker.
COLORS...
t-ears. hear tears? no, I can't
red heart, red hair, r.ed blood, bad hear your tears. they're silent.
blood.
si-lent'
· blue veins, blue eyes, red eyes,
I cb�ld n·ot work with what wa s
closgd eyes.
given mei Mea culpa.
white flesh, . black flesh, yellow
_
I could not work with �hat was
flesh, red flesh, dead flesh.
re�, blue, white, black, yellow, g,ven me! Mea culpa.
. _ I cou{d not work with what was
hair, eyes, viens, flesh, blood.
given me! ·Mea maxima culpa.
(black is a color)
- dead. closed. shut. sealed·.seaFrank's l ac� twitched in an
led. mineral ocean.. mineral orgasmic ashion, hoping·
he
!
_
water. from sea-led. sealed. wouldn _ t think,
wishing he didn't
_
slammed.stuck. openless. void. t ar his
doodling
his imagin a�_
abyss. d ark. COLORL ESS. . tion
·
- to shreds.
damp. like water. wet water.
sink, ri�er. sea. ocean. SINK?
sin-k. sin-kill. kill my brother.
NO! dead.
· I could-not work with what was
give!! me! Mea culpa.
I could not work with what was
given me! Mea culpa.
Nomads wat_ering .their camels :
I could not work with what was
at a Saharan oasis. Gauchos I
given me! Mea maxima culpa.
:
it up on the
whooping
.
MOISTURE. . .
I
Argentine Pampas. Corpe.I
moist flowers, moist lips, moist
weavers working in tlie Grand :
cuts, moist tears.
I
Bazaar of Isfahan. Discover
red flowers, red lips, red cuts ,
lifestyles, traditions and beauty :
I
te s
unchanged by time and
</:i�t. i� �ers,-fips, cuts, tears,
unknown·to the average tourist' . :
red, dead.
Cut yourself in on a rewarding I
tears. tea-r. a beverage. tear
: and challenging slice of life ·:
:
1 with Trek Adventures.
I
: Cut_me in, Send me the followI ing Overland Camping Tours
: and_ Expeditions brochures:
I
0 Europe, Asia,'Africa and
· the·
I
Israel For Students.
Americas
I
Roun d-Trfp Flights from $5S7
I 0 Russig, Eastern Europe and
_
_I
Mail th 1s coupon now for your com
Scandinavia
.
copy of STUDENT TRAVEL
plimentary
0 South Americ. a

Cutoutfora
life.
slice·of'
------------------------

1II
1 iN11!J
.

I

I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I

TO ISRAEL-the booklet that lets
student travelers see Israel cheaply
a�d complete
_ ly. Includes details on
fl 1ghts, Sinai safaris, archaeological
_
digs and kibbutz placements.

Name
Add,ess

.

Zip
State
City·· .
Se�d with a stamped, self-addresse'd
envelope to: CIEE/SOFA Student Travel
Services, 777 U. N. Plaza, Dept. Fl2
NewYork,N.Y. 10017. Or call (212)661-0310.

I
I

I
I

I

I
1

---------I

Name _________
Address ________
CitY--,--------Stote _____ _Zip ___
���TavCl -A�onll';."C-.-::..___:.:..:.___

10
....\\ 136 E. 57th Street
-(�New York, N,Y. 10022 I
: - �- (212) 751-3250 ---- :

-TRAvELhPs
Cil,ifTO

U<JtEXICO
With vacation time fast approaching\
many �f you will no doubt be traveling
to M_ex1co. Som� of you might even be
commg back. Here are some helpful
hints.
L A rnan on a burro always has the
right of way, unless he appears to be',_
, a weakling.
2. In local cantinas, pouring a shot of.�
Cuervo down a man's .collar is not
thought to be humorous.
3. Falling onto a cactus, even an·
actual Cuervo cactus,, can be ·
a sticky proposition.
4. It is tough to find hamburger
rolls in the smaller towns; it's
best to bring your own.
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Editorials
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(Continued from Page 4)

ESSA

The evening session has been lucky in having
·
.
a more d1sc1plined group of representatives, than
the day session. Their mature approach ·has
resulted in sane and constructive policies over
the years. Many new students believe that it is
because the evening students are older than the
,
"average' day session representative; however,
this is not the· case.
The secret of this approach is that the government has channeled -student activities funds
toward the clubs instead of keeping inordinate
amounts for itself for political purposes. By
pursuing this policy, the ESSA has stayed out of
the affairs of evening clubs and has focused its
attention on problems and issues facing the
evening session as a whole.
This represents a responsible direction of less
central control over the evening clubs which are
the backbone of student activities. We hope the
ESSA will continue in this vein.

I

A free lecture series on the
problems in early twentieth cen
tury art is being offered by the
Guggenheim Museum. The lec
tures will be illustrated and
delivered by three leading scholars in the field of twentieth century art. The lectures are being
presented in conjunction with
the exhibition The Guggenheim
Collection: Paintings 1880-1945.

The exhibit will open April 9 and
close October 3, 1976.
The program is as follows:
Sunday, April 11 at 2:30 p.m.
John Golding, Professor of Art,
Courtauld Institute, London, will
speak on Matisse And Cubism.
Tuesday, May 4 at 6:30 p.m.
Robert Rosenblum, Professor of
Art History, New York University
of Fine Arts, will address the
issue of cubism as Pop Art.
. :ruesday, May 18 at 6:30 p.m. .
Robert Herbert, Professor of Art,
Yale University, will talk about
Leger An!l Art of The 20s.
Tickets may be obtained for
ail three lectures or for single
lectures by writing to: The
Public Affairs Office, Guggenheim Museum, 1011 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028. A stamped, self-addressed envelope
m
_ _d_._____
Johnny------------:-----,--,-,-.,--,---,------ _ u_s_t _ b_e_enc
_ l_ _ose
received criticism for the fees
In the rush to change the em(Continued from Page 5)
paid to lawyers.
phasis to "activism" as the call
organizations such as the
Nevertheless, it reflects the
Souihern Poverty Law Center, it change of emphasis of the black of the future, other black organi
zations such as the NAACP
is hampered by the lack of funds movement in -its fight against
have been ignored and they
and is constantly soliciting for deep-roote d racial prejudice
money. Its most successful fund toward a more acitvist kind of at- resent this lack of prestige.
These older ·groups were the
raising venture was the money tack. Jesse 'Jackson and his
received in behalf of Joan Little. operation PUSH in Chicago is vanguard of the black struggle,
and it was due to their SL!CCess
The Center; however, has another example.
that Julian Bond is now able to
develop his organization. They
were resp onsible for the changes in attitudes· of black
and white Amer.icans, and they
should not be shunted aside.
But the antagonisms betwe.en
the old and new groups.
although latent, are real. And
this undermines the efforts
Announcing:
toward black progress.. All
groups Should be involved in
FALL SEMESTER 1976
speaking out against events
• Full-time 3-year ·day program
which affect blacks throughout
• Part-time day and· evening programs
the US and the world. The
Thl' school is
· current southern African conflict ·
FULLY ACCREDITED
and the efforts of the white
by the �:ommitlet• i>i H,ir b,1m1ner<
supremacists are analogous -in
St.lit' 8,u oi C1liiiirni,1.
many ways to the efforts of the
white supremacists in the U.S.
Tel: (213) 894-5711
today. These racists are the per
sons who advocate support for
white Rhodesia and South
Africa with words clothed in talk
of "big power" politics. A united
black front could be very in
fluential in changing America'.s
foreign policy direction, espec- .
ially in an election year. It is
time the dispara� black groups
take this into consideration.

COLLEGE OF LAW

8353 Sepulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Ca. 91343

•.................•..........
,................
The next meeting of . i

The Accounting
Society will take place
April 6, 1976 in room

=�

514, 26th Street Center,
from· 5:00-6:00 p.m. This
: supersedes any previous
: announcement. The
r topic of discussion will
:• be awards,
•
i scholarships, and
i
honors
for
the
i
!
i Accounting Society at .i

.

:••W.tt.l•'l"•Y.
R�n)�
.

b
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Happy
Holidays
CLASSIFIED
Campus Rep - Charter Flights to
Europe. Sell low-cost !ravel to Europe.

etc. - for Student Youthfare. Inc. - in its
5th and biggest year. Earn income: qualify
for travel bonuses. Call or write Harry at
Student Youlhfare. Inc. - 1180 Ave. of
Americas. NYC. NY 10036 - (212) 5759467.
Lowest Airfare - scheduled. and New
Regulated Charters. Europe & worldwide
- weekly listings. Our 5th successful
season. Cail Harry. (212) 575-9467.
Student Youthtare, Inc., 1180 61h Ave.•
N.Y.. N.Y. 10036.

"��IS A HIT HIT!"
"�-�ISA KNOC;;;�"
-Leonard Probst, NBC

m-

JULES - FElffER'S

···KnockKnock'is a charming, hilariou s new
play. The terrilory elween Shaw and
Disne IS Fe11ferland,
b which IS where this
tender and ai arce ake s p ace
'KnockyKnock· is a laughigg elegy for the
b n y
genlly demoralized
huma ist spirit:'
l
r Jackl Kroll NewsweekMa11,a11ne
tn
'"Knock Knock; Jules Feiffer·s new
e
e
play, is a hi arious.
manic
..
maslerpiece!
s
,
Rl w ,1 1 st n v 1, 1, g V o 1 c e
o

o

�·

(I r �

CH>RG£HCIC£1SBYPH0N(W1THAUMAJCWClllOITC ARDS

CHARGIT
_

NIWYOO<CITYt212!2l9·7177
.
lONGISt.AND (5�1l5-4•2n
N(WJ(RSfY
12011)12

FOR GROUP SALES ONLY CALL: 354-1032

or 575-5056

SEATS NOW AT
BOX OFFICE & BY MAIL f
� el�; �a;,v:�d � u��: ����-F;�-o����z. $10;
R

u

s

l

�

.

�

.

I - '1�

•

t===----�

'

Bale. $9, 7, 5. Sat. Evgs., Orch. $12; Meu. $12; Bale. $10. 8,
PERFORMANCE SCHEOULE, Evgs. Tues. thru Sal. 8PM; Mats. Wed. l Sat, al 2PM, Sun. at 3PM.
BILTMORE THEATRE 261Wesl47ihSireet.NewYork.10036 JU2-SJ•O
6. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope and list alternate dates.

'"KNOCK KNOCK' IS FAST, FURIOUS, FUNNY AND FEIFFER!"
-N.Y. Times

Music Explosion

By DENNIS BRYANT BOYD

Me And Bessie (album)
' Me And Bessie (play)
"I ain't Bessie, but I got a
whole lot of Bessie in me,"
shouts Miss Linda Hopkins in
reviving her idol on the Broad
way stage. Mis·s· Hopkins is a
perlect replica of Bessie Smith.
On her debut album for
Columbia (BC 34032) entit!ed
"Me And Bessie," Linda gives a
triumphant performance. If you
can't find ample time to view the
play. the album is just as superb,
especially "Romance in The

Dark,'' "A Good Man Is Hard to
Find," and "Empty Bed Blues."
At the end of the play Miss
Hopkins' monologue tells some
of the tragedies that Bessie
Smith endured. One of them be
ing how she died penniless and
being buried without a head
stof.e on her grave.
The album closes with a
maudlin rendition of "Trouble,"
a song which Linda Hopkins
sings with sincere emotions.
The legendary Bessie Smith
may be dead, but Linda Hopk,ins
is seeing to it that her spirit lives
on

ATTENTION!

The following receipt num
bers have books or money
ol)tstanding from the Spring
-19.76 Used Book Exchange
:·sponsored _by Sigma Alpha
Delta· Chapter.

2438
"2446
2541
2543
2982
3608
_3609
3687
3695
3724
3739

374.0-3763,
3784
3788
3793
3916
3917
3919
3920
3960
3966

Deadline for claiming books
and/or money is Thursday,
April 8. You will forfeit books
.-and/or money if- not claimed
by April 8.

Boy. 16. to clean apartmen1 3 hrs. at
Sl.50/hr. twice monthly. 532-<3697.
...,........'-.......... • • • .-.•• ·.,-.-.- -"�·':' .:."l· .?. .,' �.(··,:;.\ t,J: ��t-:..,,,:;,,:;�� t;,;1, i, ·-�
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THE GRADUATE VOICE - ·

GRADUA E CELEBRA 10
Graduate students and ·
faculty are invi,ted to attend
an affair to be·- held on· .
Apri I 6,. 1976 in the
Graduate lounge located
in the 23rd St. s·uilding,
room 903. The time is from
6:00 .to 8:00 _p.m. ·
. Come and- meet the
candidates running ·_for
. GSA positions, and

celebrate the· acceptance
and passing of the
proposals. for- alternatives.
to thesis.
Refreshments will be
served. All members of the
Graduate community· at
.Baruch College are
,
welcomed.
· C. Horton

President, GSA · ·

STUDENT SENATE_ ANNOUNCES

DATE TOBE ANNOUNCED.
/
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